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To the Editor, we read with a great interest on “Use of

artificial intelligence in medical education: A strength or
an infirmity.1” The article emphasizes the significance of
human monitoring in chatbot technology, while also

acknowledging the limitations and risks associated with
it.1 While we agree that the AI might be useful, its bane
should be pointed out. It should emphasize the
importance of human monitoring while also highlighting

the potential limitations and drawbacks of chatbot
technology. Despite advances in artificial intelligence,
chatbots can still generate inappropriate or dangerous

content. Chatbots may be unable to discriminate
between appropriate and incorrect responses without
human participation. Furthermore, the authors’

emphasis on human oversight acknowledges the
importance of continuing monitoring and improvement
of chatbot algorithms to ensure responsible and ethical
use. A faked reference may be offered by Chatbot,

which may generate additional problems if there is no
good human oversight or vertification.2,3 To remove bias
and errors from chatbots, a large training set and

modern methodologies are required.2,3 This is because
relying solely on a large data source can cause issues.
The employment of chatbots raises ethical concerns

because they may have unanticipated or unwelcome
consequences. As artificial intelligence language models
improve, ethical controls and limits must be
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implemented to prevent the spread of harmful ideas and

erroneous information.
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